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Quiz 3
1. Which video game series is abbreviated to FNaF?

2. In which land is the 1986 video game THE LEGEND OF ZELDA set?

3. What is the name of the baby owl in ORI AND THE WILL OF THE WISPS?

4. In GRIM FANDANGO, for which organisation does Manny Calavera work as a travel agent?

5. Which actor provided the voice and performance capture for the character of Monkey in the 2010 game 
ENSLAVED: ODYSSEY TO THE WEST?

6. Which United States president was asked to voice the in-game president character in FALLOUT 3, but 
declined?

7. What is the name of the drone companion in the single player adventure game STRAY?

8. What animals threaten the player in A PLAGUE TALE: INNOCENCE?

9. What was the first 3D game in the BOMBERMAN video game series?

10. What is the name of the ghost-like creatures introduced in FINAL FANTASY VII Remake, which attempt to 
ensure that destiny is not altered?

11. In which first person shooter game would players go head-to-head in a gulag match to win the chance to 
return to the main game?

12. In what game does the player control a goose that terrorises an idyllic English village?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Five Nights at Freddy's
2. Hyrule
3. Ku
4. Department of Death
5. Andy Serkis
6. Bill Clinton

7. B-12
8. Rats
9. Bomberman 64
10. Whispers
11. Call of Duty: Warzone
12. Untitled Goose Game
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